(Received March 7, 1980 and in revised form April 28, 1980) ABSTRACT. Norlund methods of s-m.bility are studied as mappings from i into n Let p be a complex sequence P0 + 0, and let P Z p nffi0 1 2 denote n k k=0 the n+l-st partial sum of' p. Suppose the sequence P is eventually non-zero. Let K be the least positive integer so that P 0 for all n > K. Define DEFINITION. Given N and N define formally:
r. qn ,Q(z) . and [3] ( n.-o Proof. We assert that N is a regular method. By the Silverman-Toeplltz q Theorem, see for example [6] , it suffices to show that /(1) qn-9 Qn + 0 as n--for each fixed > 0, and n --0 But since N e , (1) and (ii) follow. Now for all n sufficiently large q n n n/n (iI n) The proof of (ii) follows by Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.
A semigroup with order relation < is an ordered semigroup provided (i) The author is indebted to the referee whose suggestions improved the exposition of these results.
